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ABSTRACT

Lingu is an experimental abstract language for programming database scripting. This language includes verification and validation as an integral part of its programming. The verification and validation ensures the application is capable to be used in critical operation. The programming of Lingu itself does not produces a working code, instead it produce an abstract code that describes program logic. This abstract language is transformed into a concrete language, such as C or Java, intended to be used in real operation. This paper discuss about the development of LinguSQL. LinguSQL is a tool for verifying and transforming Lingu script. Currently the development of LinguSQL is in prototyping phase. We hope that the prototype will provide a clear guidance in further development.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Numerous attempts to use formal method to verify a program has been made in the last decades. These attempts include technique such as model checking, theorem prover, etc. The implementations of such formal verification method sometimes become too difficult and unpractical. This is most likely because the code and specification tends to grow more complex than what is expected from when the project started. The complex program implies that the verification of such program will be much more complex and difficult to be done.

One of the possible solutions for this problem is to use a domain specific abstract language to program the code of given cases. The use of abstract language will greatly simplify the verification process in a sense that the programmer only has to deal with a script which describes the basic flow of program, not the whole detail program itself. The abstract language has to provide simple yet comprehensive method of specifying what the program should or should not do. The specification on abstract language should guarantee that the program will be running as intended by the design. Afterwards the abstract language can be transformed into a concrete language such as Java, C, VB, etc.

The use of abstract language simplifies application development. Abstract language is easier to understand. The simplification comes from the fact that the programmer only has to focus on how the business process works, and not burdened by miscellaneous work that does not concern with the main process. Simplification will also leads to a more straightforward and clearer code. These, in the end will results in a more credible program.

Besides simplification of the problem, abstract language also increases application portability. Some of the work done in developing an application is to port an old or obsolete system to a newer system. The newer system more than often is made from an entirely different platform than the old one. The work often is done from scratch, which is cost consuming and time consuming.
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program specification that is described previously in "Lingu script.

Program specification is the part where business logic and process is described. The structural form resembles ordinary object oriented code. Figure 1 is a sample code taken from midterm report of RUTI project [4].

```
type Agenda = Dbase |
        Old :: Table Appointment |
; Main :: Table Appointment |

type Appointment = Record |
    | Date :: Date |
; Priority :: Integer |
; Note :: String |

class AgendaUtility (a :: Agenda) |

method cleanup (d::Date) :: () |
    do |
    { insertAll x<-a.Main where x.Date<=d to a.Old ; |
    delete m<-a.Main where x.Date<d |
    } |

method emptyOld () :: () |
    do |
    a.Old := <| |>
```

**Figure 1 Study Case Sample Code**

The code describes two data type and a class. Data type is analogous to struct in C language or data object in Java. It only contains a collection of data and no method. Since Lingu is intended for database environment use, the structure of the language is created as similar as possible to the structure of database programming. There are two keywords in the data type constructor that express this; the keywords are *Record* and *DBase*. *Record* symbolizes a row in a database table. Data type *Appointment* with *Record* as its keyword means that it represents a single row with *Date*, *Priority*, and *Note* as its data in table *Appointment*. The second keyword, *DBase* symbolizes a database which consists of collection of table. A table inside *DBase* represents a collection of *records*. The sample code shows *Agenda* has the type of *DBase*. This means *Agenda* consists of tables *Old* and *Main*, each is a collection of *record* of data type *Appointment*.

Class of *AgendaUtility* describes methods that can be applied to *Agenda*. This class has two methods, *cleanup* and *emptyOld*. Basically *cleanup* is a method that moves all appointment data in table *Main* that is older than the

2. **LINGU**

This section will give a brief explanation about Lingu. Lingu is a lightweight language to program data transformations on database. Even though the language is small, Lingu provide enough expression to program a large class of useful data transformations. Lingu embraces validation and testing as an integral part of the programming. This is reflected by integrating validation script inside Lingu. The validation script validates
date given and moves it to table Old. After it is moved to table Old, the appointment data is deleted from table Main. The second method emptyOld has a very simple function, which is to delete all appointment data from table Old.

Validation script is an important part in Lingu. This script describes specification of the validation of program code. Validation script takes form of formal specification. This script then will be broken into small mathematical formulas called verification conditions. With proper tools, like a theorem prover, the conditions can be verified. Figure 2 is a sample of a validation script.

```plaintext
validation test1 (i::Integer; d::Date) :: Bool
local
  x :: Appointment;
  b1,b2 :: Bool
  do
  { x := a.Main!!i;
    call cleanup(d);
    b1 := find x' <- a.Main
    where x' = x
    found T otherwise F;
    b2 := find x' <- a.Old
    where x' = x
    found T otherwise F
  }
  return (b1 \ b2)
pre 0 <= i \ i < #a.Main
post return=T
scenario
test1(0, currentDate());
test1(#a.Main-1, currentDate());
test1(#a.Main, currentDate())
```

**Figure 2 Validation Code**

The script describes a validation called test1 which accept an integer and a date as its parameter, and returns a Boolean value. In short, the script above tries to ensure that method cleanup only moves item from Main to Old, that the method will not delete the item from database. After this script is run, the results will be checked according to precondition (pre) and postcondition (post) script. Note that a.Main!!i means i-th element of a.Main and #a.Main means member count of a.Main.

Scenario is a set of validation script calling with different parameters or conditions. The above example shows the test1 calling with different range of parameters. Each result of the scenario is checked against the expected value defined on validation script. The validity value then will be shown to programmers.

When verification steps are done, then the Lingu script will be transformed into conforming concrete language. The transformation process follow predefined rule in order to guarantee compatibility with intended application platform. Figure 3 are the result of transformation Agenda data type from Lingu to Java.

```plaintext
public class Agenda {
  private Appointment[] Old;
  private Appointment[] Main;

  public void setOld(Appointment[] Old) {
    this.Old = Old;
  }
  public void setMain(Appointment[]Main) {
    this.Main = Main;
  }
  public Appointment[] getOld() {
    return this.Old;
  }
  public Appointment[] getMain() {
    return this.Main;
  }
}
```

**Figure 3 Lingu to Java Transformation Result**

3. DEVELOPMENT

LinguSQL transforms and verifies Lingu scripts. This is done in 3 steps. The first step is to verify the script itself. The verification engine will try to verify the script logics using theorem prover. Although this step is ideally done in an automatically fashion, currently the engine still requires expert assistance to help in solving the verification problem.

The second step is to test the execution result according to the scenario described in the script. The scenario will try different values on validation script and
execute it with a working database. This engine will also automatically populate the database with random inputs according to the script.

The last step is to transform the Lingu script into intended domain specific language such as C, Java, or VB. The transformation is done following certain rules rule to achieve consistency in executing the script.

3.1 Verification Process

Verification is the process of determining that a model implementation accurately represents the developer’s conceptual description and specifications [2]. The specifications that are needed to be fulfilled in this case are precondition and postcondition of a method or operation. Precondition is a state that is needed to be fulfilled before an operation is executed, while postcondition need to be fulfilled after an operation is executed. This specification follows Hoare logic in \( \{P\} S \{Q\} \) form [3], even though it is written in Lingu grammatical form. For example test1 state what is in Hoare logic would look like this [4]:

for all i and M:
\[
\{0 \leq i \land i < \#a.Main \land a.Main = M\} \\
a.cleanup() \\
\{M!!i \in a.Main \lor M!!i \in a.Old\}
\]

3.2 Validation Process

Validation is the process of determining the degree to which a model is an accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model [2]. The validation process takes a scenario and executes it with data and in an environment that resembles the real world. The scenario is a set of validation script execution with different inputs and parameters. Inputs that are given ideally must cover all the possibility. When it cannot be done then at least the inputs are given within range of possible data. These inputs will be executed and returns a value. The value from the execution of the scenario will be compared with the expected value given in postcondition script.

The execution of scenario demands an environment that resembles real world. This includes the data that are being used. To accommodate the needs, we also develop an automatic test generation. The automatic test generation will generate a collection of data that resembles the actual data. This is done by using a constraint for the data that are being generated. For instance, if we will generate a salary data, then some constraints are needed to make the salary data looks real. Such as salary data cannot be negative or zero, or that the sum of all salary cannot exceed the corporation salary budget. Ignorance of this issue will degrade the credibility of the verification and potentially will create problem when it is implemented in actual use.

When all of the results obey the rules stated in postcondition script, then the transformation into concrete language can be done.

3.3 Transformation Process

The process transforms Lingu script to a domain specific language. Transformation process takes place when Lingu script has been verified and validated. This guarantee that the transformation result will inherit the same nature as the abstract language it is derived from. The expected result is that the domain specific code is safe and conforms to the specification stated in Lingu script.

Each language has its own characteristics and uniqueness. System design that tries to handle all transformation of the language in one big application is inefficient. This leads to the design that support plug-in style module for each different language. System supports that covers all language is pretty much a big task to do.
That is why currently we only develop widely used concrete language such as Java.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we have presented LinguSQL, a tool for verifying and transforming Lingu scripts. Currently the work is in the development phase of LinguSQL prototype. For the development we use the case study of SPMB or SET (Student Entrance Test). We manage to identify critical points that need to be considered in SET process. These critical points are in simple mathematical forms. The problem can be easily solved with available theory and formula on HOL theorem prover.

Even though the language itself is still under heavy revision, we are designing a prototype that is robust enough to accommodate changes in grammatical or structural language of Lingu. This prototype hopefully will provide guidance in further development of LinguSQL.
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